
Sierra Nevada Unit  2016 

40 t h Anniver sary Ce le brat ion

Kitty Kredit  
Receive a $1 kredit for each rally remembered for up to 40 SNU rallies where you attended and made a Kitty 
Kontribution. Kredits are 1 per rally per rig. The 2011 South Lake rally is not included. The kredit will be applied 
to the 40th anniversary rally fees. Provide a list with the date, location and a memory highlight for each rally to 
obtain the kredit. 

Highlight: what was something special about this rally you remember? A birthday? unusual scenery? Weather? A 
special event? A repair effort? Mentoring or assistance that sticks in your mind? Or was it just good fellowship 
and good food? Please highlight each rally with just a word or phrase. We'll use what you tell us to help plan 
future rallies.

To assist you in putting together your Kitty Kredit list, please feel free to discuss memories with spouses and 
others in order to help them put together their Kitty Kredit list.

Kitty Kredit: How can the SNU afford the kredit? You contributed so now it's time to give some of it back! We 
'thank you' for your active participation and support in the SNU gatherings. What you have contributed allows the 
SNU to do things and one of those things is encouraging support and participation and good memories of good 
times.

Note:  This Kredit is limited to the first ten applicants or until the Kitty runs out of funds so get your list together 
and submit it to the SNU as soon as possible.

Contest: There will be a contest for the submissions for Kitty Kredit probably based on who has the best list or 
oddest ways to remember a rally or something. The contest will be judged by members who submit a ballot at the 
Lassen Rally. The lists will be available for review at the Lassen Rally. The winners will be announced at the 
Anniversary Dinner.

Kitty Kredit List
Year Location Highlight



Year Location Highlight

□  Bonus Kredit – 1 Kredit for service on the SNU board or committee

Name:______________________________________  Kredits Klaimed: ______________

To encourage clubs and rallies that provide an endless source of friendships, travel fun, and personal
expression. - Wally Byam Creed
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